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Synopsis

This money-saving package includes the 8th edition of Mosby’s Textbook for Nursing Assistants (Soft Cover Version) - Text, Workbook, and Mosby’s Nursing Assistant Video Skills - Student Version DVD 3.0.
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Customer Reviews

exactly what i was looking for. it came brand new sealed in the clear film with the textbook 8ed, workbook 8ed, and dvd 3.0. i bought this book bundle for the mt san antonio college cna program. in addition it came in the mail very quickly. and i found that bookbyte123 was the least expensive of all the merchants on . Im not sure how helpful the books and dvd will be i bought this because it was a requirement for the cna program at my school; however, other reviews have said this book is a great review book for any current or post grad nursing students and i plan on obtaining my bsn in the near future so im sure it will come in handy

This book was very helpful. I love the 2 for 1 bundle deal. I wish every college book came in a "text/workbook" bundle. If you’re in nursing school this is a book that you will use for the rest of your career. Great reference!

Wish I had more time to explore my options for pricing, but I needed this book the first day of school. Besides, the price I’ve paid for the book, I’m satisfied with the material content of the book.
The book is excellent. It is exactly what I need for my CNA class. It has the CDs with the skills, accessibility online (to have the book and CD online), etc. the only problem I have was, I lost my CDs, but I wasn't worry, because to my convenience, I had my access online. However, when I tried to remove the protective tape to reveal the code for access online, it was a mess, as was removing the tape some numbers and letters came with the tape. Now, I can't use the access online.

Just what I needed
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